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Abstract: In the paper authors consider the active suspension of the wheeled vehicle. The proposed
controller consists of a sliding mode controller used to roll reduction and linear regulators with
quadratic performance index (LQRs) for struts control was shown. The energy consumption
optimization was taken into account at the stage of strut controllers synthesis. The studied system
is half of the active vehicle suspension using hydraulic actuators to increase the ride comfort and
keeping safety. Instead of installing additional actuators in the form of active anti-roll bars, it has been
decided to expand the active suspension control algorithm by adding extra functionality that accounts
for the roll. The suggested algorithm synthesis method is based on the object decomposition into
two subsystems whose controllers can be synthesized separately. Individual suspension struts are
controlled by actuators that use the controllers whose parameters have been calculated with the LQR
method. The mathematical model of the actuator applied in the work takes into account its nonlinear
nature and the dynamics of the servovalve. The simulation tests of the built active suspension control
system have been performed. In the proposed solution, the vertical displacements caused by uneven
road surface are reduced by controllers related directly to suspension strut actuators.

Keywords: sliding mode controller; active vehicle suspension; hydraulic actuator; optimal controller

1. Introduction

The paper presents how to save the energy demand thanks to the application of smart control
system to the multi-dimensional object with multitasking control. In active vibration isolation systems,
a reduction of energy demand can be achieved thanks to decreasing requirements to the assumed
quality indicators, such as vibration isolation efficiency (passenger comfort) or road holding (safety).
The authors of this work proposed the solution that does not decrease the requirements for the assumed
quality indicators. It divides control tasks into separate functionalities with its controllers and proposes
a superior controller (advanced sliding mode controller (ASMC)) that takes into account the demand
for external energy.

In many automobile suspension designs, the body roll is limited by using anti-roll bars.
This solution is used in compact vehicles (C-segment), medium vehicles (D-segment), executive cars
(E-segment), and also in sports cars (G). The use of controlled vibration reduction systems for the
suspension is appropriate in special vehicles where high performance vibration reduction is necessary
because of their function, and the costs of manufacturing and operating are offset by the benefits
arising from their use. In this paper, the authors focus on finding solutions to both design and
control algorithms of special vehicles suspensions (e.g., high-mobility multipurpose wheeled vehicle).
The goal of the research was to test a vehicle chassis covering the most commercial technical solutions
wheeled vehicle suspension SUV or pickup. The anti-roll bars are rods linking both sides of the
suspension, fastened to trailing arms and subjected to torsion when the wheels move in vertical
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direction. Their role is to increase the angular rigidity of the front or rear suspension. Using the
anti-roll bars allows reducing the body roll when driving on a curve at high speed. The body rolls as a
result of centrifugal force acting on it. This force compresses the spring on one side of the car while
tensioning the spring on the other side. The bar torsional force reduces the difference in deflection of
the suspension springs by increasing the force on the more loaded side (outer wheel) and reducing the
force on the less loaded side (inner wheel). A reduced body roll has a positive impact on handling,
traction, and grip, thus improving safety. The torsion bars also allow a reduction of roll caused by
driving on uneven terrain. During the straight drive on an even surface, at equal excitation of wheels,
the stabilizer does not act. When the surface is uneven, the excitation on one wheel will transmit the
force to the other wheel via the anti-roll bar, causing an unwanted oscillation. The higher the bar
angular rigidity, the more perceptible and uncomfortable this effect will be. Active torsion bars are
used to eliminate this effect.

In the field of vehicle roll control, the most popular solutions are the applications of passive torsion
bars (or anti-roll bars). The most frequent solutions in the case of controllable systems are an active
two-part detachable stabilizer and an active stabilizer. In the two-part detachable stabilizer, the torsion
bars are connected or disconnected by means of an actuator. When the wheels operate independently
the reaction of one wheel is not transmitted to the other. In the second case, the stabilizer is connected
by means of the actuator and acts just like a classic, passive anti-roll bar. The actuator in active anti-roll
bar usually is built as a hydraulic controllable clutch which splits the bar into two parts. The pressure
value or flow rate control of hydraulic fluid gives various options of influence on the vehicle roll. In the
case of active solutions working in vehicles, the energy demand problem is vastly important.

The operational effectiveness of active stabilizers is determined by the control algorithm of the
active element (actuator). An increasing amount of attention has been given in recent years to the
use of active anti-roll bars in vehicles. The authors of paper [1] used a genetic algorithm to control
active anti-roll bars in railway vehicles. As a result, they concluded that it is possible to increase
significantly the speed of railway vehicles on fast curves in comparison to vehicles equipped with
traditional non-controlled stabilizer bars. The authors of paper [2] presented the analysis of using an
active anti-roll bar in off-road vehicles without deterioration of the ride comfort. The paper presents
the simulation tests for an off-road vehicle in order to determine the quantitative impact of the active
anti-roll bar in terms of both, improving handling and improving ride comfort.

In paper [3] the authors used four independent hydraulic servovalves to control dampers of a
model of a heavy vehicle. The authors applied the linear regulator with quadratic performance index
(LQR) control algorithm to control the dampers. They compared the operation of a suspension without
anti-roll bars, with a system featuring passive anti-roll bars and controlled anti-roll bars proposed by
them. The same authors in paper [4] used a robust control algorithm to control active anti-roll bars.

The authors of paper [5] used the sliding mode to control the torque of an active anti-roll bar in
a road vehicle. The sliding surface s and limitations for the active roll control system controller are
defined as follows in order to reduce the roll angle and relationship between sways.

s =
.
φ + λ·φ, s

.
s ≤ −η|s| (1)

Authors of the paper [5] considered only active control of torque in anti-roll bar while the
suspension of a vehicle was passive. Additionally, the issue of active suspensions taking into account
controlled anti-roll bars were considered [6–13].

In this paper, authors propose the control system of active vehicle suspension which takes into account
the task of roll control. The proposed suspension has any anti-roll bar. For this propose, authors use a
controller for active independent struts. The motivation for presented research was the initial numerical
research presented at the IMAC-XXXVI Conference and Exposition on Structural Dynamics in 2018 [14].
The main tasks of the vehicle suspension control system are to improve the ride quality, handling,
road holding, suspension travel, and static deflection [15–22]. Additionally, the roll reduction with
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the minimum energetic cost is considered. All these tasks can be achieved by the active vibration
control of the vehicle suspension. Synthesis of the multitasks control system for whole suspension is
complicated and lead to high-order solutions. The presented method of the controller synthesis takes
into account all above mentioned tasks.

The proposed advanced sliding mode controller (ASMC) consist of SMC used to roll reduction
and LQRs for struts control was shown. The energy consumption optimization was taken into account
at the stage of strut controllers synthesis. Choice of SMC was motivated by many attractive features of
this type of control method. One of the most important property is robustness against disturbances.
SMC control is a class of variable-structure system. This method instead of the state feedback control
law allows switching from one continuous structure to another based on the current position in the
state space. The major drawback of SMC method is a risk of occurrence of unwanted high frequency
and small amplitude oscillation of control signal known as chattering. This phenomenon makes the
control power large or even extremely large [23].

The main advantage of the proposed method is decomposition of the whole vehicle model into
two subsystems whose controllers can be chosen independently. The benefit of the proposed approach
is the fact that instead of analyzing one high-order problem, two systems of reduced order are analyzed
independently. The authors present a mathematical analysis which substantiates the correctness of the
proposed method.

The proposed solution consists of two types of controllers arranged in the way that the first SMC
controller provides the set point for the second LQR controller. The suspension struts are controlled
by hydraulic actuators using controllers whose parameters have been determined with the linear
regulator with quadratic performance index (LQR) [24]. These controllers allow a reduction of vertical
displacement of the vehicle’s geometric center while the SMC is responsible for reducing the body
roll. Proposed vehicle model includes dynamics of the actuators. The actuators used for controlling
individual suspension struts are hydraulic cylinders with a proportional servovalve. The applied
actuator model taking into accounts nonlinearities related to fluid flow through the servovalve ports
and the dynamics of the electromechanical transducer. For this reason, the model linearization has
been performed in order to synthesize the strut controllers using the LQR method. While the proposed
method of SMC synthesis takes into account disturbing inputs in the object model. In the presented
example the active suspension of a wheeled vehicle is the object. Disturbances included in the object
model are related to the road irregularities the vehicle moves [25]. In the conducted research physical
and electrical limitations of the control signals which usually exists in real plants were considered.
The simulation tests of the built active suspension control system have been carried out and the results
have been shown too. The proposed solution eliminates the need of anti-roll bar usage but thanks to
active control the anti-roll function is kept.

2. Active Suspension Model of an SUV Type Vehicle

The discussions presented in the paper are based on the suspension model shown in Figure 1.
In the controller synthesis stage, much more simple models are usually used. Applied by the authors
controller belongs to the robust category controllers which enable differences between model and the
real object. The model applied by authors takes into account the rolling of the vehicle caused by fast
cornering but not cover the yaw effect. The authors intend to verify the presented considerations with
the use of a real vehicle. The shock absorbers in active struts have been replaced by hydraulic actuators
generating forces Fa_FR (front right), Fa_FL (front left), Fa_RR (rear right), Fa_RL (rear left). The suspension
model accounts for actuators’ models with servovalves [26]. Linear springs ks_FR, ks_FL, ks_RR, ks_RL are
mounted parallelly to the actuators. It has been assumed that in real hydraulic pistons there are
additional damping forces described by cs_FR, cs_FL, cs_RR, cs_RL. The tyres are modelled as elastic
elements kw_FR, kw_FL, kw_RR, kw_RL [27,28]. Vertical displacements (z axis) of body fastening points to
suspension struts are marked as zs_FR, zs_FR, zs_RR, zs_RR. The body rotation angles relative to axes
x, y, and z are marked as ϕ, θ, ψ, respectively. The wheel and tyre mass for individual suspension
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struts are modelled as unsprung masses mw_FR, mw_FL, mw_RR, mw_RL. The vertical displacements
of those masses are marked zw_FR, zw_FL, zw_RR, zw_RL, respectively. Excitations of suspension struts
caused by the road irregularities are modelled as vertical displacements (z axis) and are marked
w_FR, w_FL, w_RR, w_RL. The vertical displacement of the body center is designated zs.
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Figure 1. Half vehicle suspension model.

The paper discusses the vehicle body roll (rotation ϕ around the x axis), hence the presented
equations and formulas are subscripted j = F for the front suspension and j = R for the rear suspension.

Forces acting on the body car are related to the front suspension struts Fs_FR (front right),
Fs_FL (front left) and the rear suspension struts Fs_RR (rear right), Fs_RL (rear left), and are expressed by
Equations (2) and (3).

Fs_ jR = −ks_ jR
(
zs_ jR − zw_ jR

)
− cs_ jR

( .
zs_ jR −

.
zw_ jR

)
+ Fa_ jR (2)

Fs_ jL = −ks_ jL
(
zs_ jL − zw_ jL

)
− cs_ jL

( .
zs_ jL −

.
zw_ jL

)
+ Fa_ jL (3)

Relationships between displacements zs_FR, zs_FR, zs_RR, zs_RR and the geometric center
displacement and rotation angle ϕ relative to the x axis are expressed by Equations (4) and (5).

zs_ jR = zs −ϕl_ jR (4)

zs_ jL = zs + ϕl_ jL (5)

where ls = l_ jR = l_ jL—half car body width.
The suspension analysis has been limited to the chosen front (F) or rear (R) suspension.

The equations of motions and moments equilibrium have been formulated only for two suspension
struts (front j = F or rear j = R).
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The car body has been modelled as a rigid body. The equation of forces for the geometric center of
the body has been formulated. Only rotation ϕ relative to the x axis has been considered. In this case,
only two forces act on the vehicle body: Fs_ jP, Fs_ jL. The force equilibrium equation is as follows (6).

ms
..
zs = Fs_ jR + Fs_ jL (6)

where ms—half body mass.
The moments equilibrium equation relative to the x axis is as follows (7).

Js
..
ϕ = −Fs_ jRl_ jR + Fs_ jLl_ jL (7)

where Js—half of moment of inertia relative to the vehicle body’s x axis.
The equations of motions for unsprung masses mw_ jR, mw_ jL are expressed as follows (8).

mw_ jR
..
zw_ jR = −Fs_ jR − kw_ jR

(
zw_ jR −w_ jR

)
(8)

mw_ jL
..
zw_ jL = −Fs_ jL − kw_ jL

(
zw_ jL −w_ jL

)
(9)

The actuator assembly with electrohydraulic servovalve for the left and right strut is described
with Equations (10), (12), and (13). Variables Pr_ jR, Pr_ jL designate the pressure differences in the left
and right actuator, respectively. Variables ur_ jR, ur_ jL designate the displacements of the servovalves’
spools. The servovalves’ control signals are designated as us_ jR, us_ jL. The model accounts for the
suspension deflection ratio ϑ defined as a ratio of relative strut displacement to the suspension vertical
deflection. The Equations (10) and (11) are result from the volumetric flow rates equations in the
actuator servovalve and account for the hydraulic fluid stiffness [26,29]. The nonlinear phenomenon
is usually used in modelling of active hydraulic actuators [30,31]. This model has great importance
during fast changes of displacement or force direction and high amplitude of control signal which is
often occurring by using SMC methods.

.
Pr_ jR = ur_ jRl ∝ Cd

√√
Pz − Pr_ jR · sign

(
ur_ jR

)
ρ

− ∝ A∝ϑ
( .
zs_ jR −

.
zw_ jR

)
− ∝ CtmPr_ jR (10)

.
Pr_ jL = ur_ jLl ∝ Cd

√√
Pz − Pr_ jL · sign

(
ur_ jL

)
ρ

− ∝ A∝ϑ
( .
zs_ jL −

.
zw_ jL

)
− ∝ CtmPr_ jL (11)

where ∝ = 44.4495·1012 N
m5 —hydraulic coefficient,

l = 15.708·10−3 m—spool valve perimeter,
Cd = 0.611 [–]—flow discharge coefficient,
Aα = 1.09996·10−3 m2—effective piston area,

ρ = 880 Ns2

m4 —fluid density, and

Ctm = 0.1·10−9 m5

Ns —leakage coefficient.

The servovalve spool dynamics along with an electromechanical transducer is described with the
Equations (12) and (13).

τ
.
ur_ jR = −ur_ jR + ksvus_ jR (12)

τ
.
ur_ jL = −ur_ jL + ksvus_ jL (13)

where τ = 2.32·10−3 s—servovalve time constant, and
ksv = 0.05·10−3 m

V —voltage to position gain factor.
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The forces generated by actuators, taking into account the suspension deflection ratio, are calculated
using the following Formulas (14) and (15).

Fa_ jR = ϑA∝Pr_ jR (14)

Fa_ jL = ϑA∝Pr_ jL (15)

The servovalve control signals us_ jR, us_ jL in a real control system are limited (16).

us_ jR ∈ [−us_max, us_max], us_ jL ∈ [−us_max, us_max] (16)

where us_max—maximum servovalve control voltage.
The control signals limitations are a significant impediment in the suspension controller synthesis.

This stems from the fact that, due to the mechanical and energy limitations, actuators for an active
suspension are chosen in such a manner as to minimize their size and power.

3. The ASMC Structure for Active Vehicle Suspension

The task of vibration attenuation by vehicle suspension can be decomposed to the reduction of
vibration in the vertical direction and rolling or pitching. The roll vibration frequency is usually up to
4 Hz and is lower than vertical vibration frequency which usually is under 16 Hz. This suggests
that during synthesizing the control system these problems should be solved independently.
The assumption made during the design of the vehicle active suspension system was that the SMC
reduces the roll while the controllers of the individual suspension struts were intended to reduce the
vehicle vertical vibration. Such a control system diagram for vehicle’s suspension is presented in
Figure 2.
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It has been assumed that controllers KL_ jR, KL_ jL will be determined independently for each strut
and their tasks are to reduce vertical vibration. The SMC has been determined based on the object state
Equation (17).

.
x = f (x) + Bu(x)u + Bw(x)w (17)

where x ∈ Rn—state vector, u ∈ Rm—control signals vector, w ∈ Rk—disturbance vector.
The disturbance signals vector w is related to the excitation caused by the road irregularities and

can take away the closed loop system trajectory from the sliding surface.
In the farther part of this section, it was proofed that for bounded disturbance signals it is possible

to determine the control for which trajectory of the system moves towards the sliding surface.
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The sliding surface is defined by means of the Equation (18).

s(x) = 0, s(x) = Cx (18)

where s(x) ∈ Rm.
In order to determine the equivalent control ueq, the sliding surface Equation (18) is differentiated

with respect to system trajectories (17). As the sliding surface is described with the Equation (18),
the equality (19) is satisfied for each moment in time, assuming that w = 0.

ds(x(t))
dt = 0 (19)

Taking into account Equations (17) and (19) we receive the Equation (20).

ds(x(t))
dt =

∂s(x)
∂x

.
x(t) = C( f (x(t)) + Bu(x(t))u(t)) = 0 (20)

Assuming that the matrix C·B(x) is nonsingular, the equivalent control is expressed by the
Formula (21).

ueq = −(C·Bu(x))
−1C f (x) (21)

The sliding mode control is then equal to the sum of equivalent control ueq and the control that
ensures achieving the sliding surface usw.

uslid = ueq + usw (22)

Method of the control signal usw determination ensures the system’s trajectory convergence to
given sliding surface in the presence of disturbance signals w is shown below. The usw control is
chosen in such a manner that V(x) defined with the Formula (23) is a decreasing function along system
trajectories (17).

V(x) =
1
2

sT(x)s(x) (23)

The condition (24) must be satisfied then,

d
dt

V(x(t)) = sT(x(t))
ds(x(t))

dt
< 0 (24)

Taking into account Formulas (17), (18) and (24) we have received the Formula (25).

d
dt V(x(t)) = sT(x(t))C( f (x(t)) + Bu(x(t))uslid(t) + Bw(x(t))w(t)) (25)

Substituting the Formula (21) to the Formula (25) we have received the inequality (26).

d
dt

V(x(t)) = sT(x(t))C(Bu(x(t))usw(t) + Bw(x(t))w(t)) < 0 (26)

Vector function p(t) (27) was defined in order to simplify the notation.

p(t) = sT(x(t))CBu(x(t)) (27)

The Formula (26) has then the following form (28).

d
dt

V(x(t)) =
m∑

i=1

pi(t)usw,i(t) + sT(x(t))CBw(x(t))w(t) < 0 (28)
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This indicates that control signals usw,i minimizing d
dt V(x(t)) can be assumed as follows:

usw,i(t) =


−M f or pi(t) > 0

0 f or pi(t) = 0
M f or pi(t) < 0

 (29)

Constant M > 0 should be chosen in such a manner that condition (24) is satisfied. The first
summand in Formula (28) was estimated top-down to this end. As it assumes negative values,
in order to estimate is values top-down, its module needs to be estimated bottom-up. The following
inequalities take place (30).∣∣∣∣∣∣ m∑

i=1
pi(t)usw,i(t)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥M ‖p(t)‖
√

m
≥M

‖(CBu(x(t)))
−1
‖spec

√
m

‖s(x)‖ (30)

The norm ‖ ‖spec designates a spectral norm of the matrix (31) (module of maximum eigenvalue
for square matrices).

‖A‖spec = sup
‖x‖=1

‖Ax‖ (31)

The first inequality in Formula (30) results from the fact that if the vector’s Gaussian norm is
equal to ‖x‖, then there is a coordinate of that vector whose module is greater than ‖x‖/

√
m, where m

is the dimension of the vector space. The second inequality results from the assumption that matrix
CBu(x) is invertible. Equation (30) and the way of choosing signals usw,i indicate that inequality (32)
is satisfied.

m∑
i=1

pi(t)usw,i(t) ≤ −M
‖(CBu(x(t)))

−1
‖spec

√
m

‖s(x(t))‖ (32)

The values of the second summand in (28) can be positive or negative and depends on disturbance
w(t). This summand was estimated top-down (33).

‖sT(x(t))CBw(x(t))w(t)‖ ≤ ‖s(x(t))‖·‖CBw(x(t))‖·‖w(t)‖ (33)

Estimates (32) and (33) indicate that for the condition (24) to be satisfied, the constant M in a
certain area of the state space must satisfy the inequality (34).

M >
√

m
‖CBw(x)‖spec

‖(CBu(x))
−1
‖
·‖w‖max (34)

where ‖w‖max —maximum from modules of individual coordinates of vector w.
Above considerations prove that for constant M, satisfying inequality (34), the control signal

usw ensures that the system trajectory convergence to the sliding surface. As mentioned before,
linear controllers have been determined independently for each of suspension struts using the LQR
method. The base for determination of controllers KL_ jR, KL_ jL is the model in which it was assumed
that each strut is loaded with the mass 1

2 ms, where ms is a half of the vehicle body mass. Equation (10)
describing the servovalve and actuator assembly include a non-linear component described by
Formula (35).

Φ
(
Pr_ jk, ur_ jk

)
= ur_ jkl ∝ Cd

√
Pz−Pr_ jk·sign(ur_ jk)

ρ
(35)

where j ∈ {F, R}, k ∈ {R, L}.
Symbols j, k designate respectively front and rear of a vehicle, and sides left and right (L, R).

Function Φ has been approximated with a linear function [29] (36).

Φ
(
Pr_ jk, ur_ jk

)
= cΦ,pPr_ jk + cΦ,uur_ jk (36)
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The coefficients cΦ,p, cΦ,u of the linear model were determined by means of the least squares
method. The model given by Equation (36) was determined for state variables in the operating
range [29]. Taking into account the above considerations and Formulas (2) to (36), the equations of the
non-linear model for a single suspension strut are

1
2

ms
..
zs = −ks_ jk

(
zs_ jk − zw_ jk

)
− cs_ jk

( .
zs_ jk −

.
zw_ jk

)
+ ϑA∝Pr_ jk (37)

mw_ jk
..
zw_ jk = ks_ jk

(
zs_ jk − zw_ jk

)
+ cs_ jk

( .
zs_ jk −

.
zw_ jk

)
− kw_ jk

(
zw_ jk −w_ jk

)
− ϑA∝Pr_ jk (38)

.
Pr_ jk =

(
cΦ,p− ∝ Ctm

)
Pr_ jk + cΦ,uur_ jk− ∝ A∝ϑ

( .
zs_ jk −

.
zw_ jk

)
(39)

τ
.
ur_ jk = −ur_ jk + ksvus_ jk (40)

The following state variables have been used (41)–(43).

x jk =
(
zs_ jk,

.
zs_ jk, zw_ jk,

.
zw_ jk, Pr_ jk, ur_ jk

)T
(41)

u jk = us_ jk (42)

w jk = w_ jk (43)

The state equations describing a suspension strut are as follows (44).

dx jk

dt
= A jkx jk + Bu_ jku jk + Bw_ jk w jk (44)

In order to synthesize the state controller with the LQR method, it has been assumed that w jk = 0.
The quality indicator has then the form (45).

J =
∫
∞

0 xT
jkQ jkx jk + uT

jkR jku jkdt (45)

where matrices Q jk, R jk—symmetrical positive definite matrices.
The Riccati Equation (46) must be solved in order to determine the controller.

P jkA jk + AT
jkP jk − P jkB jkR−1

jk BT
jkP jk + Q jk = 0 (46)

The state controller KL_ jk is determined according to the Formula (47).

KL_ jk = R−1
jk BT

jkP jk (47)

The control signal is then described with the Formula (48).

u jk = −KL_ jkx jk (48)

The parameters of front and rear suspension struts in road vehicles are usually different nevertheless
the struts used in front or rear suspension are identical. Their parameters may differ slightly due to
variability of components caused by the production process, or possibly uneven wear. For this reason,
the following designations (49)–(53) have been assumed in the further part of the paper. It was assumed
that center of the mass coincides with geometric center of the car body. The body mass center of the
real vehicle is not in its geometric center moreover, its position may change and depends on the load
distribution. This problem was solved by application the sliding controller (SMC) which generates an
appropriate correction signal.

ks_ j = ks_ jR = ks_ jL (49)
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cs_ j = cs_ jR = cs_ jL (50)

kw_ j = kw_ jR = kw_ jL (51)

mw_ j = mw_ jR = mw_ jL (52)

ls = l_ jR = l_ jL (53)

The suspensions struts controllers have been synthesized for an SUV. The following suspension
parameters have been assumed: mw = 35.5 kg, kw = 100 kN

m , 1
4 ms = 365 kg, ks = 20 kN

m , cs = 1290 Ns
m .

Due to mechanical and energy limitations, the assumption has been made that a displacement vibration
transfer function should be less than −18 dB over the entire frequency range. The following values of
weight matrices Q, R were assumed in the quality indicator (45).

Q jk =


1 f or k = L, j ∈ {F, R}

2E− 3 f or k = R, j ∈ {F, R}
0 in other cases

, R jk = 4× 10−8 (54)

Figure 3 presents the obtained vibration transmissibility functions Tzs, w (55), (56) for a
vehicle suspension strut. The function has been determined based on the model of a linearized
actuator assembly.

Tzs_ jk, w_ jk = 10log


∫ T f

0 z2
s_ jkdt∫ T f

0 w2
_ jkdt

 (55)

Tzs, w = Tzs_ jR, w_ jR = Tzs_ jL, w_ jL (56)

where T f —is period of excitation signal, zs_ jk and w_ jk are function of frequency; constant value was
removed from both signals.
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controller (KL).

The coefficients in the Formula (36) were cΦ,p = −341.2, cΦ,u = 4.66× 1013 Analyzing Figure 3,
it can be noticed that above 1.4 Hz the vibration transfer function has values below −20 dB.
This indicates that the vehicle roll reduction should be most effective in the range up to 4 Hz.

4. Synthesis of the SMC

As mentioned above, the role of SMC is to reduce the vehicle body roll. The basis for the synthesis
of the SMC is a suspension half-model with struts controlled by controllers KL_ jR, KL_ jL determined
in the previous section. The disturbances appear as an uncertainty of the model parameters or other
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imperfections in the models used to design the feedback law. Taking into account the fact that the
suspension struts are identical for certain rear or front half car—Equations (4), (5) and (49)–(53) together
with the Equations (57) and (58) for differences and sums of variables zs_ jR, zw_ jL have been obtained.

zs_ jL − zs jR = −zs + ϕls + zs + ϕls = 2ϕls (57)

zs_ jR + zs_ jL = zs −ϕls + zs + ϕls = 2zs (58)

This equation describing the motion of the body geometric center includes a component which
is a sum of forces Fs_ jR, Fs_ jL. The sum (59) of these forces has been determined taking into account
Formulas (2), (49)–(53), (57), and (58).

Fs_ jR + Fs_ jL = −ks_ j
(
zs_ jR − zw_ jR

)
− cs_ j

( .
zs_ jR −

.
zw_ jR

)
+ Fa_ jR

−ks_ j
(
zs_ jL − zw_ jL

)
− cs_ j

( .
zs_ jL −

.
zw_ jL

)
+ Fa_ jL =

−2ks_ jzs + ks_ j
(
zw_ jR + zw_ jL

)
− 2cs_ j

.
zs + cs_ j

( .
zw_ jR +

.
zw_ jL

)
+ ϑA∝

(
Pr_ jR + Pr_ jL

) (59)

Similarly, the equation describing the body rotation includes a component which is a difference of
forces Fs_ jR, Fs_ jL. The difference (60) of these forces has been determined taking into account Formulas
(2), (49)–(53), (57), and (58).

−Fs_ jR + Fs_ jL = ks_ j
(
zs_ jR − zw_ jR

)
+ cs_ j

( .
zs_ jR −

.
zw_ jR

)
− Fa_ jR

−ks_ j
(
zs_ jL − zw_ jL

)
− cs_ j

( .
zs_ jL −

.
zw_ jL

)
+ Fa_ jL =

−2ks_ j lsϕ− ks_ j
(
zw_ jR − zw_ jL

)
− 2cs_ j ls

.
ϕ− cs_ j

( .
zw_ jR −

.
zw_ jL

)
− ϑA∝

(
Pr_ jR − Pr_ jL

) (60)

As the left and right strut are identical, the controllers KL_ jR, KL_ jL determined in the previous
section are also identical.

KL_ j = KL_ jR = KL_ jL (61)

zs_ jR + zw_ jL = zs −ϕls + zs + ϕls = 2zs (62)

The suspension half-model takes into account controllers for each of struts. The model consists
of four sets of differential equations describing: the motion of the vehicle geometric center (63),
rotation around the x axis (64), the right and left struts dynamics (65) to (70). The Equation (63)
describing the motion of the vehicle geometric center have been determined based on Equations (6)
and (59).

ms
..
zs = −2ks_ jzs + ks_ j

(
zw_ jR + zw_ jL

)
− 2cs_ j

.
zs + cs_ j

( .
zw_ jR +

.
zw_ jL

)
+ ϑA∝

(
Pr_ jR + Pr_ jL

)
(63)

The Equation (64) describing rotation ϕ around the vehicle body’s x axis have been determined
based on Equations (7) and (60).

Js
..
ϕ = −2ks_ jl2sϕ− ks_ jls

(
zw_ jR − zw_ jL

)
− 2cs_ jl2s

.
ϕ− cs_ jls

( .
zw_ jR −

.
zw_ jL

)
−ϑA∝ls

(
Pr_ jR − Pr_ jL

) (64)

Taking into account Formulas (10), (12), (13), (57), and (58) we have received the equations
describing the right (65)–(67) and the left suspension strut (68)–(70).

mw_ j
..
zw_ jR = ks_ j

(
zs −ϕls − zw_ jR

)
+ cs_ j

( .
zs −

.
ϕls −

.
zw_ jR

)
− kw_ j

(
zw_ jR −w_ jR

)
− ϑA∝Pr_ jR (65)

.
Pr_ jR = ur_ jRl ∝ Cd

√√
Pz − Pr_ jR · sign

(
ur_ jR

)
ρ

− ∝ A∝ϑ
( .
zs −

.
ϕls −

.
zw_ jR

)
− ∝ CtmPr_ jR (66)

τ
.
ur_ jR = −ur_ jR − ksvKL_ jx jR + ksvuslid_ jR (67)
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The left suspension strut has been described with Equations (68)–(70)

mw_ j
..
zw_ jL = ks_ j

(
zs + ϕls − zw_ jL

)
+ cs_ j

( .
zs +

.
ϕls −

.
zw_ jR

)
− kw_ j

(
zw_ jL −w_ jL

)
− ϑA∝Pr_ jL (68)

.
Pr_ jL = ur_ jLl ∝ Cd

√√
Pz − Pr_ jL · sign

(
ur_ jL

)
ρ

− ∝ A∝ϑ
( .
zs +

.
ϕls −

.
zw_ jL

)
− ∝ CtmPr_ jL (69)

τ
.
ur_ jL = −ur_ jL − ksvKL_ jx jL + ksvuslid_ jL (70)

The analysis of the equation system (63)–(70) describing the suspension model indicates that the
whole vehicle model can be decomposed into the following independent subsystems: model describing
the motion of vehicle geometric center (91)–(94), and the model describing the rotation around the x
axis (87) to (90) and (89). In case of the linearized Equations (65)–(70) models described by (87)–(94)
equations are independent of each other. The following transformation of variables has been performed
in order to prove this thesis (71)–(76).

z+w_ j =
1
2

(
zw_ jR + zw_ jL

)
, z−w_ j =

1
2

(
−zw_ jR + zw_ jL

)
(71)

P+
r_ j =

1
2

(
Pr_ jR + Pr_ jL

)
, P−r_ j =

1
2

(
−Pr_ jR + Pr_ jL

)
(72)

u+
r_ j =

1
2

(
ur_ jR + ur_ jL

)
, u−r_ j =

1
2

(
−ur_ jR + ur_ jL

)
(73)

u+
slid_ j =

1
2

(
uslid_ jR + uslid_ jL

)
, u−slid_ j =

1
2

(
−uslid_ jR + uslid_ jL

)
(74)

w+
_ j =

1
2

(
w_ jR + w_ jL

)
, w−_ j =

1
2

(
−w_ jR + w_ jL

)
(75)

x+_ j =
1
2

(
x jR + x jL

)
, x−_ j =

1
2

(
−x jR + x jL

)
(76)

This is the authors’ idea that it is possible to reduce the order of the model by half. Such a
notation for a linear model enables the controller synthesis for the reduced order of the model and the
subsequent decomposition of the control for the equations with the sign “+” and “−”. The variables
with the “+” sign are used in modelling vertical vibration and that signed “−” are used for rolling
modelling. These models would be independent of each other but the nonlinear part raises doubts
connected to the model accuracy. However, it can be compensated by using the SMC method which is
robust for some model deviation. That is why the independent controller’s synthesis for vibration and
roll reductions is possible.

Vectors x+_ j, x−_ j (77), (78) have been determined by substituting Formulas (57) and (58) to
Equations (71) to (76).

x+_ j =
(
zs,

.
zs, z+w_ j,

.
z+w_ j, P+

r_ j, u+
r_ j

)T
(77)

x−_ j =
(
ϕ,

.
ϕ, z−w_ j,

.
z−w_ j, P−r_ j, u−r_ j

)T
(78)

Vector x+_ j comprises variables with plus superscript as well as variables zs, and
.
zs, whereas

vector x−_ j comprises variables with minus superscript as well as variables ϕ and
.
ϕ. By differentiating

the variables described by Formulas (71)–(76) and taking into account the models described by
Equations (57) and (58) we have received the models described with Equations (79)–(86). The vehicle
roll is described by the model (79)–(82).

Js
..
ϕ = −2ks_ jl2sϕ+ 2ks_ jlsz−w_ j − 2cs_ jl2s

.
ϕ+ cs_ jls

.
z−w_ j + ϑA∝lsP−r_ j (79)
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mw_ j
..
z−w_ j = ks_ j

(
ϕls − z−w_ j

)
+ cs_ j

( .
ϕls −

.
z−w_ j

)
− kw_ j

(
z−w_ j −w−_ j

)
− ϑA∝P−r_ j (80)

2
.
P
+

r_ j =
(
u+

r_ j + u−r_ j

)
l ∝ Cd

√
Pz−

(
P+

r_ j+P−r_ j

)
·sign

(
u+r_ j+u−r_ j

)
ρ +

−

(
u+

r_ j − u−r_ j

)
l ∝ Cd

√
Pz−

(
P+

r_ j−P−r_ j

)
·sign

(
u+r_ j−u−r_ j

)
ρ

−2 ∝ A∝ϑ
( .
ϕls −

.
z−w_ j

)
− 2 ∝ CtmP−r_ j

(81)

τ
.
u−r_ j = −u−r_ j − ksvKL_ jx

−

_ j + ksvu−slid_ j (82)

Model (83)–(86) allows determination of the vertical displacement of the vehicle geometric center.

ms
..
zs = −2ks_ jzs + 2ks_ jz+w_ j − 2cs_ j

.
zs + 2cs_ j

.
z+w_ j + 2ϑA∝P+

r_ j (83)

mw_ j
..
z+w_ j = ks_ j

(
zs − z+w_ j

)
+ cs_ j

( .
zs −

.
z+w_ j

)
− kw_ j

(
z+w_ j −w+

_ j

)
− ϑA∝P+

r_ j (84)

.
P
+

r_ j =
1
2


(
u+

r_ j + u−r_ j

)
l ∝ Cd

√
Pz−

(
P+

r_ j+P−r_ j

)
·sign

(
u+r_ j+u−r_ j

)
ρ +

+
(
u+

r_ j − u−r_ j

)
l ∝ Cd

√
Pz−

(
P+

r_ j−P−r_ j

)
·sign

(
u+r_ j−u−r_ j

)
ρ


− ∝ A∝ϑ

( .
zs −

.
z+w_ j

)
− ∝ CtmP+

r_ j

(85)

τ
.
u+

r_ j = −u+
r_ j − ksvKL_ jx

+
_ j + ksvu+

slid_ j (86)

The state variables appearing in both models are related to the displacements of the spool and
pressure differences in servovalves. They appear simultaneously only in the equation related to the
pressure difference derivative. Taking into account the Formula (36), the models (79)–(86) have been
linearized and as a result, two independent models have been obtained. The model (87)–(90) describes
the vehicle roll and depends only on state variables with minus superscript and variables ϕ,

.
ϕ.

Js
..
ϕ = −2ks_ jl2sϕ+ 2ks_ jlsz−w_ j − 2cs_ jl2s

.
ϕ+ cs_ jls

.
z−w_ j + ϑA∝lsP−r_ j (87)

mw_ j
..
z−w_ j = ks_ j

(
ϕls − z−w_ j

)
+ cs_ j

( .
ϕls −

.
z−w_ j

)
− kw_ j

(
z−w_ j −w−_ j

)
− ϑA∝P−r_ j (88)

.
P
−

r_ j = − ∝ A∝ϑ
( .
ϕls −

.
z−w_ j

)
−

(
cΦ,p− ∝ Ctm

)
P−r_ j + cΦ,uu−r_ j (89)

τ
.
u−r_ j = −u−r_ j − ksvKL_ jx

−

_ j + ksvu−slid_ j (90)

The vehicle vertical displacements are described by the model (91)–(94) and depend on state
variables with plus superscript and variables zs,

.
zs.

ms
..
zs = −2ks_ jzs + 2ks_ jz+w_ j − 2cs_ j

.
zs + 2cs_ j

.
z+w_ j + 2ϑA∝P+

r_ j (91)

mw_ j
..
z+w_ j = ks_ j

(
zs − z+w_ j

)
+ cs_ j

( .
zs −

.
z+w_ j

)
− kw_ j

(
z+w_ j −w+

_ j

)
− ϑA∝P+

r_ j (92)

.
P
+

r_ j = − ∝ A∝ϑ
( .
zs −

.
z+w_ j

)
+

(
cΦ,p− ∝ Ctm

)
P+

r_ j + cΦ,uu+
r_ j (93)

τ
.
u+

r_ j = −u+
r_ j − ksvKL_ jx

+
_ j + ksvu+

slid_ j (94)
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This discussion indicates that the design of SMC for reduction of vehicle body roll can be limited
to state variables appearing in the models (87)–(90). The equation of sliding surface s can be then
described with the Equation (95).

s = c1ϕ+ c2
.
ϕ+ c3z−w_ j + c4

.
z−w_ j + c5P−r_ j + c6u−r_ j (95)

As the coefficient of the variable u−r_ j in Equation (95) after taking into account the assumption of
Equation (21) solutions existence the c6 must be different than zero, without loss of generality it can be
assumed that c6 is equal to one. The following state variables describing the vehicle active suspension
have been assumed.

x− =
(
ϕ,

.
ϕ, z−w_ j,

.
z−w_ j, P−r_ j, u−r_ j

)T
, x+ =

(
zs,

.
zs, z+w_ j,

.
z+w_ j, P+

r_ j, u+
r_ j

)T
(96)

The function describing the object dynamics and vehicle roll has been designated as f−(x−, x+)
and is expressed with Equation (97).

f−(x−, x+) =



x−2
−2ks_ jl2s x−1−2cs_ jl2s x−2 +2ks_ jlsx−3 +cs_ jlsx−4 +ϑA∝lsx−5

Js

x−4
ks_ jlsx−1 +cs_ jlsx−2−(ks_ j+kw_ j)x−3−cs_ jx−4−ϑA∝x−5

mw_ j

−2 ∝ A∝ϑlsx−2 + 2 ∝ A∝ϑx−4 − 2 ∝ Ctmx−5 +

1
2

(
x+6 + x−6

)
l ∝ Cd

√
Pz−(x+5 +x−5 )·sign(x+6 +x−6 )

ρ −

−
1
2

(
x+6 − x−6

)
l ∝ Cd

√
Pz−(x+5 −x−5 )·sign(x+6 −x−6 )

ρ

−u−r_ j−ksvKL_ jx
−

_ j

τ


B−u =

(
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ksv

τ

)T
, B−w =

(
0, 0, 0,

kw_ j
mw_ j

, 0, 0
)T

(97)

The function describing the vertical displacement of geometric center has been designated as
f+(x−, x+) and is expressed with Equation (98).

f+(x−, x+) =



x+2
−2ks_ jx

+
1 −2cs_ jx

+
2 +2ks_ jx

+
3 +2cs_ jx

+
4 +2ϑA∝x+5

ms

x+4
ks_ jlsx+1 +cs_ jlsx+2 −(ks_ j+kw_ j)x+3 −cs_ jx

+
4 −ϑA∝x+5

mwj

−2 ∝ A∝ϑlsx+2 + 2 ∝ A∝ϑx+4 − 2 ∝ Ctmx+5 +

1
2

(
x+6 + x−6

)
l ∝ Cd

√
Pz−(x+5 +x−5 )·sign(x+6 +x−6 )

ρ −

+ 1
2

(
x+6 − x−6

)
l ∝ Cd

√
Pz−(x+5 −x−5 )·sign(x+6 −x−6 )

ρ

−u+r_ j−ksvKL_ jx
+
_ j

τ


B+

u =
(
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ksv

τ

)T
, B+

w =
(
0, 0, 0,

kw_ j
mw_ j

, 0, 0
)T

(98)

The model describing the road vehicle suspension takes the following form (99) and (100).

.
x− = f−(x−, x+) + B−u u−slid_ j + B−ww−_ j (99)
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.
x+ = f+

(
x−, x+

)
+ B+

u u+
slid_ j + B+

w w+
_ j (100)

The model takes into account the controller included in individual suspension strut. The sliding
surface is then described with the formula,

s(x−) = cx− (101)

Because the assumption has been made that the role of the SMC is to reduce the roll, it can be
assumed that u+

slid_ j = 0. Then the equivalent control is determined based on the Formula (21) and
expressed with the Formulas (102) and (103).

u−eq_slid_ j = −
τ

ksv
c f−(x−, x+) (102)

u+
eq_slid_ j = 0 (103)

Taking into account the Formulas (102) and (103), the following formula for sliding mode control
was assumed for (104) and (105),

u−sw_slid_ j = u−eq_slid_ j −Msign(s(x−)) (104)

u+
sw_slid_ j = 0 (105)

Taking into account the Formulas (71)–(76), (104), and (105) the control signals applied to the right
and left suspension struts are expressed with Formulas (106) and (107).

uslid_ jR = −0.5
(
τ

ksv
c f−(x−, x+) + Msign(s(x−))

)
(106)

uslid_ jL = 0.5
(
τ

ksv
c f−

(
x−, x+

)
+ Msign(s(x−))

)
(107)

Taking into account the Formulas (65)–(70), (106), and (107), limitations for the servovalves control
signals, these signals are expressed with Formulas (108)–(109).

us_ jR = sat
(
−KL_ jx jR − 0.5

(
τ

ksv
c f−(x−, x+) + Msign(s(x−))

))
(108)

us_ jL = sat
(
−KL_ jx jL + 0.5

(
τ

ksv
c f−

(
x−, x+

)
+ Msign(s(x−))

))
(109)

where M ∈ [−us_max, us_max].
Function sat(u) is defined by the Formula (110).

sat(u) =


us_max dla u > us_max

u dla u ∈ [−us_max, us_max]

−us_max dla u < −us_max

 (110)

The limitations for the servovalves control signals us_ jP, us_ jL could be the reason of leaving the
sliding surface. Such a situation occurs for large amplitudes or high frequencies of exciting signals.
The vehicle suspension analysis indicates that the greatest vehicle roll values will occur for exciting
signals acting on the left w_ jL and the right w_ jR strut shifted by π/2.

5. Numerical Research of the ASMC Control System

The simulation tests were carried out in order to verify the proposed synthesis method of the SMC.
The simulations were carried out by using software-in-Loop (SIL) methods. Numerical research was
carried out with a constant sample rate equaled 1 ms. The control signal output was limited to real
hardware range (±10V). The model used for tests was verified with the real wheeled vehicle. The selected
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tests are presented below. In these tests, a nonlinear model of the actuator was considered in the suspension
model. The following sliding surface parameters were used: (95) c1 = 0.8; c3 = c4 = c5 = 0. The constant
M in Formula (29) is 2 V. On all presented figures the exciting signals in the meaning of disturbance
w_ jR, w_ jL applied to suspension struts are shifted in phase.

w_ jL = Aw_ jLsin
(
2π fw_ jLt

)
(111)

w_ jR = Aw_ jRsin
(
2π fw_ jRt +

π
2

)
(112)

Figures 4, 5 and 6a present the time courses of signals which are responses to the exciting signals
Figure 6b. Amplitudes and frequencies of excitation signals were 0.01 m and 2 Hz, respectively.
The phase shift between signals was established on π
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As one can see in Figure 4a designed SMC is not dedicated to reducing vertical vibration—presented
curves coincide. The amplitude of variable ϕ (vehicle roll) without SMC was 0.0096 rad, and with
SMC was reduced to 0.00075 rad (Figure 4b). LQR controllers related to individual struts were active
in both cases. LQR controllers of individual struts ensure the reduction of vertical vibration while at
the same time minimal energy requirement is demanded. This requirement can be seen on quality
indicator (34). The use of SMC in the addition control layer allowed the roll to be reduced 12 times for
the 2 Hz exciting signals. The efficiency of roll reduction is defined by the selection of sliding surface
parameters. Figure 5 presents the control signals for the left and right strut (including the signals
generated by the LQR controllers). Control signals are within the permitted range from −10 V to 10 V.
Analyzing Figure 5a,b it can be noticed that the control signals are distorted, and their values decrease
with the system approaching the sliding manifold in the case of working SMC.

Figure 6a presents the control signals generated by the SMC. The control signals for the left and
right strut (106) and (107) differ only in the sign. Just like previously, the signals decrease and are less
distorted when the system is closer to the sliding surface.

The increase of the amplitude of exciting signals to 0.06 m did not indicate the impact of the SMC
on the reduction of vertical vibration which is in line with assumptions made during the synthesis
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of the SMC. As the time courses of body vertical displacement—with and without SMC—coincide,
they are not included in the paper.

Figure 7 presents time courses of the angle ϕ for the exciting signals frequency of 2 Hz and
amplitudes of 0.03 m and 0.06 m. In both cases, limit cycles can be noticed with the system
approaching the sliding manifold. In case of the disturbance signal amplitude of 0.03 m (Figure 7a) the
maximum value of the signal ϕ angle with no SMC was 2.31× 10−3 rad, and 0.21× 10−3 rad with SMC.
The tenfold reduction of the vehicle roll was achieved. In case of 0.06 m amplitude of disturbance
signal (Figure 7b)—after reaching the sliding manifold—it can be noticed that signal ϕ is strongly
distorted from the sine wave. The maximum values of angle ϕ charts for limit cycle with no SMC and
with SMC are 4.71 × 10−3 rad, 1.84 × 10−3 rad, respectively. The 2.5-fold reduction of vehicle body
roll was achieved in this case. Decreasing of roll reduction efficiency is a result of control signals
saturation. This is also the reason why the changes of the angle ϕ signal is strongly deflected Figure 7b.
Figure 8 presents the time courses of the left and right strut control signals for various amplitudes
of disturbance. This figure shows (green color) periodic saturation of the left and right strut control
signals. Comparison of these signals is additionally shown in Figure 9b.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 27 
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Figure 9a presents values of the waveform function describing the sliding surface for various
amplitudes of disturbance signals. In the case of amplitudes, Aw_ jR = Aw_ jL = 0.01 m, the control
system always remains on the sliding surface (blue color), and the strut control signal remains within
the permitted range (blue color Figure 8). When the amplitudes of excitations increase up to 0.03 m,
the system is taken out from the sliding surface and then, after about 0.1 s, the system trajectories
return to the surface. These results from the fact that the right strut control signal becomes saturated at
time 0.02 s and 0.2 s (Figure 8b). In case of 0.06 m amplitude, the control system trajectories periodically
leave the sliding surface (green color Figures 8 and 9a) because the strut control signal becomes
periodically saturated (green color Figures 8 and 9b). In addition to saturation of this signal, one can
see the same phase shift as excitation. The struts control signals after reaching a sliding manifold are
within the permitted range.
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As one can see the significant advantage of the designed vehicle suspension control system lies in
the fact that despite exceeding permitted limits for control signals, the system still reduces the vertical
vibration and roll.

One of the most important features of the developed hydraulic actuator is the maximum value of
the volumetric flow rate. The flow rate in servovalve was calculated based on Equation (113).

Qs_ jk = ur_ jklCd

√√
Pz − Pr_ jk · sign

(
ur_ jk

)
ρ

(113)
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To evaluation of designed controller Pins_ jk, Pmax_ jk, Emod, Plc_max energetic indicators were used.
The instantaneous power Pins_ jk generated by the actuator is presented by the Formula (114).

Pins_ jk = Qs_ jk·Pr_ jk (114)

One of the basic indicators used in the selection of the actuators is the power demand Pmax_ jk
(115). This indicator allows the selection of the hydraulic power supply unit. The control system of the
hydraulic actuators must work without overstepping the specified maximum power [32].

Pmax_ jk = max
(
Pins_ jk

)
(115)

Indicator Emod (116) and (117) estimates the energy demand of the vibration reduction system.
In this indicator, the modulus of instantaneous power is averaged. This definition implies that there
is no energy harvesting from the suspension system [32,33]. Modulus of instantaneous power in
Equations (116) and (117) is a result of applying servovalve. Strut actuator moves up and down thanks
to servovalve action. Independently of move direction the power is taken from a hydraulic power
supply and is always positive. The product of the averaged instantaneous modulus of power Pmod and
unit of time (one second) is an energy Emod. This energy is used by the system during one second.

Pmod =
1
To

∫ To

0

∣∣∣Pins_ jk
∣∣∣dt (116)

Emod = Pmod × 1·s (117)

where To—is observation time.
The maximum value of the instantaneous power when the state trajectory is approaching the

limited cycle is denoted Plc_max. This indicator is of great importance for the evaluation of hydraulic
actuator energy demand and designing the hydraulic power supplier.

Comparison of the flow rates in servovalves controlling both struts actuators for excitation
parameters was presented in Figure 10a. The maximum value of flow rate for left strut
(Qs_ jL = 4.269·10−4 m3

s ) is less than for right strut (Qs_ jR = 5.521·10−4 m3

s ). It is due to the assumed
initial conditions, developed model of disturbances (Figure 6b) and the transient states which are
the result of them. Values of the flow rates for left and right strut are similar when the state
trajectory is approaching the limited cycle and are equals Qs_ jL = 1.946·10−4 m3

s , Qs_ jR = 2.785·10−4 m3

s ,
respectively. Comparison of the left strut actuator flow rates in servovalve for different excitation
amplitudes is presented in Figure 10b. As one can see the higher amplitude of excitation involved the
significant increase of the flow rates. Values Qs_ jk are important during the design of the hydraulic
system and especially on the stage of servovalve selection. The maximum values of flow rates for
excitations amplitudes 0.001, 0.003 and 0.006 are equals Qs_ jL = 1.963·10−4 m3

s , Qs_ jL = 4.269·10−4 m3

s ,

Qs_ jL = 4.905·10−4 m3

s , respectively.
In Figure 11a comparison of instantaneous power used by left strut actuator with and without SMC

are presented. The time courses of the instantaneous power without SMC show that their values are
similar for whole chart. Maximum values equal Pmax_ jL = 35.68 W and Plc_max = 35.45 W. However,
for system with SMC values of instantaneous power was significantly higher at the beginning of the
chart Pmax_ jL = 109.4 W. After reaching limited cycle system with SMC need 10 W less power than
system without SMC. It is due to the fact that the addition of the SMC responsible for roll control
involves the optimal work of the LQR. These controllers were synthesized for the assumption of
independent operation of struts.

Values of proposed indicators for all excitation amplitudes were summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of power consumption indicators for the system with SMC and with No SMC.

Control Type Amplitude Pmax_jL (W) Plc_max (W) Emod (J)

No SMC
A = 0.01

35.68 35.45 16.63

SMC 109.4 25.49 12.78

No SMC
A = 0.03

322.8 321.0 150.6

SMC 546.55 253.6 99.61

No SMC
A = 0.06

1290.8 1286.4 609.3

SMC 1709.5 839.22 418.21
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excitation parameters Aw_ jR = Aw_ jL = 0.01 m, fw_ jR = fw_ jL = 2 Hz (a) and comparison of the left
strut actuator power consumption for different excitation amplitudes (b).

Analyzing of data presented in Table 1 especially values of Emod one can see that using the
system with SMC gave significant advantages in energy consumptions. The highest energy demand
was observed for the largest tested amplitude of excitation. For each considered case the energy
demand was lower for the system with SMC. A similar result can be seen for consideration of
the highest instantaneous power when the state trajectory is approaching the limited cycle Plc_max.
However, the opposite result can be observed for maximum instantaneous power Pmax_ jk. If the
system trajectory is remaining on the sliding surface, the SMC controller generates equivalent
signals uslid_ jR = −0.5u−eq_slid_ j, uslid_ jL = 0.5u−eq_slid_ j that synchronize the displacements zs_ jL and zs_ jR
(the actuator fixing points to the body car) in the presence of disturbances from the road irregularities.
This means that angle ϕ does not change. Moreover, the signals uslid_ jR, uslid_ jL differ only in the sign.
The energy of these control signals do not increase therefore, the energy demand of the active suspension
system does not increase too. In the case when the system trajectory is out of the sliding surface,
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there is an additional component of the signals generated by the SMC Msign(s(x−)). This implies an
increase of the control signal energy and thus an increase of the energy demand of the entire system.
For this reason, in the initial time, the energy demand is higher than the system reaches the sliding
surface. This phenomenon can be seen in Figure 11.

6. Conclusions

Presented in the paper results of the research clearly have shown that the proposed ASMC
controller is effective in roll and vibration reduction. The research presented in this work was carried
out with the use of SIL simulation method. These tests show the correctness of the ASMC synthesis
method which is based on controllers for the individual struts and anti-roll functionality.

The main advantage of the proposed system is the roll reduction without increasing the energy
demand for active vehicle suspension. It was achieved thanks to the proposed ASMC control structure.
The system directly controls vehicle suspension struts by using LQR method, which ensures the
reduction of vertical vibration while the role of the SMC controller is to reduce the rolling of the vehicle.

The vehicle suspension model was decomposed into two subsystems. Synthesis of SMC controller
was developed for the subsystem responsible for the roll of the vehicle. Whereas controllers LQR were
designed to vertical vibration reduction.

The proposed method simplifies the selection of SMC parameters because instead of analyzing
one complicated control synthesis problem, two independent tasks of the two times lower order
are considered.

Disturbances existing in wheeled vehicle suspensions could cause significant deterioration of
quality factors used to control law evaluation. In case of SMC they could cause of unreachability
of sliding surface. SMC controller synthesis proposed in the paper guarantees convergence of
closed loop system trajectory to the selected sliding surface in the presence of disturbance signals.
Conducted numerical tests verified mathematical thesis proved in the paper. During simulation tests it
was observed that the system was taken out of the sliding surface in case of demanded control signals
were out of permitted range. The presented method can be applied to other systems [13] disturbed by
harmonic excitation.

The vehicle roll depends on various factors which are hard to predict. It was the reason
for choosing an SMC which belongs to the robust category. The performed tests have shown
that the designed SMC alleviates the vehicle roll however, does not affect the reduction of vertical
displacements. Vertical vibration reduction is ensured by LQR controllers related directly to suspension
struts. The conducted tests show that power demand, for achieving the desired vibration reduction,
decreases within reaching the selected sliding surface. A similar phenomenon is observed during
analysis of volumetric flow rates. Due to the proposed ASMC structure, the controller responsible
for roll reduction did not enlarge energy consumption. It is since roll reduction involves the optimal
work of the LQR. These controllers were synthesized for the assumption of independency of struts
operation. The concept of future work assumes research with usage of full vehicle suspension model,
taking into account other phenomena e.g., pitch and yaw.
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